Board Game Prototyping to Co-Design a Better Location-Based Digital Game

Abstract
In this case study we describe the iterative process of paper prototyping, using a board game, to co-design a location-based mobile application. The end goal of the application is to motivate reflection on historical topics about migration. The board game serves to capture the core concerns of this application by simulating movement through the city. Three play tests highlighted the users’ interest and issues with the historical content, the way this content is represented, and the players’ responses to the interactions and motivating mechanisms of the application. Results show that the board game helped capture important design preferences and problems, ensuring the improvement of our scenario. This feedback can help reduce development effort and implement a future technology prototype closer to the needs of our end users.
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**Introduction**

This case study was carried out as part of the European project CrossCult, within the European Union’s flagship research and innovation programme Horizon 2020. The project’s goal is to spur a change in the way citizens appraise history, fostering (re)interpretation and reflection in light of cross-border interconnections between cultural heritage, citizen viewpoints and physical venues. To demonstrate the complex technological infrastructure (integrating semantic modelling, personalization, games, location-based technology etc.) four pilots have been designed; one of which is the focus of this paper (Pilot 4). Pilot 4 is conceived as a geo-located exhibition connecting two cities: Luxembourg City in Luxembourg and Valletta in Malta (Figures 1 and 2). It is implemented as a treasure hunt game mediated by a mobile phone application (App). The game aims to stimulate public reflection on the topic of migration, chosen for its historic and contemporary relevance. Instead of “yet another city guided tour”, the game is meant to engage visitors in an alternative experience; one that promotes participation and reflection using historical objects (like images), narratives and questions around reflective topics (cultural literacy, policy, art, architecture). The final goal is to create a user experience that engenders discussions on immigration and emigration.

*Immersion, reflection, games and the city*

Museums face enormous pressure to be more inclusive [8], remove barriers and foster visitor engagement [4][25]. Providing informal and participatory learning in museum environments has shown to lead to greater visitor satisfaction [4][1]. Such environments allow visitors to see, grasp, analyse, question and extract life-related clues based on what they observe [24]. Location-based serious games can offer immersive environments [7][16] that trigger reflection on historical topics [19], engage emotion through storytelling [13], and build new knowledge through situated learning [15]. Public participation can be further increased using gamification, since a well-designed game can help include new groups [5], increase (re-) engagement with the content and prioritize user needs [12]. Of particular importance to the design is the need to strike a balance among the gameplay, the historical content and the physical city environment [7].

Reflection on historical content in the city and the public realm of cultural heritage means moving beyond reading in a constructed environment such as a classroom or a museum. Instead users experience content in situ, embracing multiple sensory modalities [22] and a more immersive experience [15]. The city provides an embodied practice allowing reflection much like the concept of critical walking wherein participants cross unseen/unfamiliar city areas to compose a social spatial landscape that relates back to a general consciousness [26]. It is known that that such interactive practices can encourage civic engagement fostered by collective reflection [10]. By enabling players to share reflections they collectively contribute towards a dialogue of public consciousness around the reflective topic. This is relevant now more than ever before, as pressure is on museums to help citizens understand their place in the world and how cultural heritage connects our past, present and future [9].
We conceptualized this serious game as a geo-located experience for a number of reasons. The city can enhance engagement by providing embedded learning opportunities in an authentic environment [15]. The game motivates players, increasing their chance to engage in emotive and immersive reflection [5][14][20]. The city is inherently more immersive and socially inclusive than a virtual exhibition or indoor venue, both of which pose constraints and social barriers to access [4][13] [25]. As an immersive environment, the city offers physical clues that can be heard, touched, observed or emotionally felt [17]. Hence, it is more than a backdrop for a game. Furthermore, as the city is a manifestation of social and spatial transformations through time [18] it makes sense that it forms part of the user experience.

With the location-based game we re-imagine the traditional museum experience, taking it into the wild. The intended experience leads users to discover historical content in the lived city space, which via game mechanics and natural curiosity encourages and motivates their participation as acts of reflections.

**Paper Prototyping using a Board Game**

Using iterative paper prototyping involves users in the co-design process and helps develop an experience that encapsulates their expectations, thus reducing the likelihood of an unsatisfactory app [21][23]. These prototypes are most useful in the early stages of the design process since they encourage active user involvement [11]. Since location-based games may unjustly favour the navigational aspects of the user experience at the expense of narrative content [13], we began the prototyping by curating a set of historical content for both cities. This would enable us to consider the: (a) cultural content presentation (historical objects and narratives and questions); (b) multiplayer activities (reflections, interactions and user memories), (c) winning conditions and (d) the game design. The game design frames the interaction with the cultural content and the city, and provides extrinsic motivators such as goals and rewards. By designing a paper prototype to capture the above concerns, players can provide co-design recommendations [6][2][23].

We started the process on paper using a board game to shape and refine our initial scenario, informing a future cycle of technology prototyping evaluation. Participant feedback during playtests comprised observations, brainstorming and a questionnaire with open questions.

*Board Game Rules*

The board is a map of the city of Luxembourg. Points of interest (POIs), representing where you can discover content, were highlighted as blue or red circles. Small stepping stones were added between POIs, symbolizing the movement through the city, which was determined by a roll of two dice. These dice also controlled the three possible modes of interaction (agree/disagree, add tag, or add free text), each of which had different costs in terms of dice value. When stepping on a POI players could choose to interact with its content via a 3-page postcard booklet (Figure 3). The cover page showed the map of the city with the highlighted POI and a short clue about the POI’s location (simulating the map interface on the App). The second page revealed content. Players provided two types of reflection on the content: (a) “like” or “dislike” with the object or its caption (via yellow or black stickers respectively) or (b) tag the object with small post-it notes. The third page was intended for deeper
reflection: reflective questions were posed and players could write their individual responses. They could also “like” or “dislike” the questions which helped us to judge the tone and pitch of content.

In the board game, movement and interaction required “effort” (in the form of numbers on the rolled dice); simulating physical and mental fatigue a player might experience walking through the city. Booklets were closed unless the user was at the relevant POI, simulating the fact that a user could only interact with digital content when they are near it. The booklet (Figure 3) was also designed to simulate the users’ asynchronous interactions and user-created content in the digital game. Users could comment on other responses (via e.g. “agree” or “disagree” stickers or a full retort written on a post-it note). All interactions with the booklet as well as the first visit to the POIs on the map were awarded points. As an added mechanic when players rolled a 1 (which did not allow them to travel far or interact with the booklet) they could spend that dice roll to pick a “treasure card”. Players would write on a blank treasure card or read treasure cards provided by others. This addition was intended to simulate user-created points of interest or to share memories which were broadly connected to the topics.

The game was mediated by a game master, who clarified rules at the start and during the game, delivered the appropriate booklets to players visiting POIs, and kept the score.

**Game Play Iterations**
There were three iterations of co-design and prototyping to review and refine the user scenario and requirements (Table 1). The first iteration explored (a) forms of cultural content and object discovery (b) modes of reflective practice, (c) initial rules and winning conditions, (d) the inter-city connection with Valletta, Malta and (e) the “treasure card” mechanism. The second iteration (tested with several players of the first iteration) gauged whether refinements to the user scenario were considered improvements. The third iteration focused on improved game design with a set of new players, and examined asynchronous discussion through the cards. We also carried out a brief experiment in Valletta with a very early technology prototype of the App.

**Iteration 1**
In the first play test the goal was to gain the most points at the end of 10 rounds, simulating an average usage of the location-based game app affected by walking fatigue. First, each player chose where to place their pawn on the board (Figure 4 shows the room setup). In each round players rolled two dice and chose how to use them: either to move on the board or to perform interactions. Users attached post-its, tags and stickers directly onto the booklet’s interior, so all visitors of the POI would see everyone’s contributions.

**Iteration 2**
The second iteration reviewed changes to the board game design. A new version of the board game streamlined interaction rules, refined content and grouped POIs by theme (or historical thread), simplified scoring, added the functionality of treasure cards, and improved the discovery and interaction with inter-city historical objects from Valletta, Malta.

With the two dice we set one for movement and one interaction die, with a sheet (Figure 5) explaining the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5 players</td>
<td>5 players</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aged 25-65</td>
<td>All female</td>
<td>3 male, 2 female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 male, 5 female (Inc. one author)</td>
<td>4 residents</td>
<td>3 residents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All new players</td>
<td>1 new; 4 from previous</td>
<td>All new players</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length: 2 hour</td>
<td>Length: 1 hour</td>
<td>Length: 50 mins</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Play iteration with player characteristics

---

**Figure 4**: Set of iteration 1 of game play

---

**Figure 5**: Sheet for iteration 2 of game design.
different interactions possible. This featured a map of the game so that players could plan ahead while others were playing and track their visited POIs. The POI booklets were refined too, with shorter questions and groupings of POIs into reflective topics. The initial 8 curated tags were expanded to 50, selected from a list and written on small post-its (Figure 5). Treasure cards were adapted into story cards: players could select two different symbols (a house, a heart, a border crossing etc.) that were meant as writing prompts for players to reflect and share a personal migration story.

**Iteration 3**
The third play test used the same board and rules as the second iteration, but postcards from the previous play were used to enable new players to interact with the reflections of previous players.

**Game Play Co-design Results**
We made a qualitative and observational analysis, alongside a text analysis of the players’ responses to open questions of a questionnaire using text analysis methods commonplace in Humanities [3].

*Cultural Content, Object Discovery and POI Locations*
Did it make sense for players to search and retrieve the historic content as part of a geo-located treasure hunt rather than as a typical tour guide? Discovering a content as you “wander” the city was considered by players to be both engaging and fun, e.g. a “Playful way to learn about the history of a city” (Player #3; May 26, 2016) and at the same time “enabling effortless learning associated with places”. Figure 6 shows the results of a text analysis for all responses to the survey question: How would you describe the experience of finding different historical objects in the game environment? The most influential words in response to this question are “nice”, “learn”, “history” and “interesting”. The different colours in the network show the co-occurrence between concepts and reveal that locating objects across the city was a positive learning experience that sustained the players’ interest. We did observe some confusion because players could not confirm where and what they should be looking at in the city. They wanted location feedback, together with a stronger connection between location and content. To clarify the connection between location (POI), topic (historical thread) and content (object, caption, question), we refined Page 1 of the booklet and rewrote the reflective narratives. Subsequent playtests showed that players found these refinements useful, as they provided “context, or explanation of another layer” (Player #2: June 29, 2016), and because linking the location to an object based on “a metaphor are for me easier to remember because it acts like a cognitive triangulation that mark the mind” (Player #2, June 29 2016).

*Modes and Forms of Reflective Thought*

**Reflective Questions**
Many observations made from the first game play were associated to the modes of reflective thought. We observed issues with the abstract nature of the captions and the question difficulty. Question formulation was also too verbose and too academic, and needed significant improvement. During a post-game brainstorm one player remarked that “it felt like a student assessment”, a consensus supported by a number of players as they nodded in agreement. In the same discussion, one player articulated the difficulty in responding to the questions: “it was hard to concentrate on difficult questions when lots of noise
was around”. In the first iteration, 4 of the 12 questions had more than one response (connected to the thread on “Cultural representation: cultural practices and/or language”). The agree sticker was used 5 times and the disagree sticker 9 times for 7 questions; most disagreements were on an object from Malta. Players had the possibility to “disagree” with any of the components of the postcard booklet, yet they only used it on questions (Figure 7). Despite these issues, the form of stimulating reflection from historical objects, captions and questions was well received. Player #1 described the mode as “a good method...Although some questions were not very clear, I likes the idea of questions because they focused my attention and necessitated an answer,” and Player #2, “it’s nice to leave a comment to explain what you felt and what others felt at the same location” (May 26, 2016).

Based on evidence and player feedback on the first play test, the following improvements needed to be incorporated into the scenario: (a) captions, questions and topics should be less abstract, (b) questions should provoke personal reflection with responses drawn from the players’ own experiences, (c) reflections should enable players to contribute their thoughts to a collective public history, (d) questions should be clear, concise and less formal, (e) offline reflections should be enabled. Subsequent iterations made changes on (a), (b) and (c); whilst in the first round 10% of all interactions were disagreement stickers, in subsequent iterations this fell to 5%. Changes to the reflective questions were positively received: 3 of 5 players in the third round said questions were their preferred method of reflection. Players described the questions as a “good initiative to involve player into a deeper reflection of personal experiences” (Player #1, June 29, 2016), and that “you feel to be part of it and to have the possibility of giving your opinion” (Player #5, June 29, 2016). The most influential words in the responses were: “opinion”, “question”, “prefer” and “people” (Figure 8).

**TAGGING**

In the first play test, 50% of all interactions were in the form of tags, 5% of which were free-text tags. In subsequent iterations, the list of predefined tags was increased from 8 to 50; in the 2nd and 3rd iteration 7 unique predefined tags were used and 6 unique free-text ones. The majority of players across all rounds preferred predefined tags. Free-text tags required more effort and their use suggested a greater interest in the topic: “when I had more time, or when the topic was more interesting then I liked free text. When I had little time or not so much interest I preferred predefined tags” (Player #1, June 26, 2016).

**TREASURE / STORY CARDS**

In the first round the treasure cards were not successful. Players contributed random facts unrelated to the reflective topics. Story cards were devised for the next iterations, using symbols to prompt a personal memory and story (Figure 9). They led to more topic relevant responses and reflections, like: “Dad: Italian, Mother: Spanish, wife: French, Myself: Luxembourger. A quite interesting melting pot of cultures. Great for our children (different languages, from multiple countries and traditions)” (Player #4: June 29, 2016). In the 2nd and 3rd iterations we obtained more of these interactions. There were 15 in total (versus 3 in round 1). One treasure card had 3 stories connected to ideas of cultural mix. In the second and third round, of 10 players who responded, 8 rated the treasure cards as moderately or very useful, compared to 3 of the 6.
players in round 1. They offered the chance to participate because you can “add more personal contributions related to own experience” (Player #1: June 28, 2016) and it “triggers your own thinking process” (Player #4: June 28, 2016).

Multi-City Connections
In the first playtest, players found the multi-city connection aspect enjoyable (three of five players noted that it was either very or extremely enjoyable), with four players rating it as either moderately or very useful. Only 1 player of the 14 rated the connections as not at all interesting with the remark: “Malta has very less to do with Luxembourg” (Player #3, round #3: June 29, 2016). Generally it sparked curiosity as players became “curious of the places and the objects I could discover” (Player #4: May 26, 2016). Indeed, “it [Malta] is a destination I don’t know much about, but has a rich history. It [the feature] is both useful as inspiration and reflection” (Player #4: June 28, 2016).

However, we did observe the perception that multi-city connections were complex and difficult to understand. So whilst being a nice surprise, these connections were still abstract. Suggested refinements include: providing a visual representation to illustrate the city that the content is about, using a general overview the first time a player receives a postcard from another city (in this case from Malta). For the game design, players suggested that the Maltese objects should be unlocked after a certain number of Luxembourg objects had been discovered and that multi-city content should be connected in a form of “city twinning” to provide a more coherent link between places.

Game Play, Rules and Winning Conditions
Playtests revealed several flaws in the board game design (e.g. complex rules for dice-based interactions and an opaque scoring system - Figure 10). There was a surprising finding in the players’ interest in the points. Whilst not identifying as “gamers”, most players attempted to gain the most points. We observed players being upset when someone was in the lead, and they attempted to find the strategy that would let them quickly catch up. On the other hand, when asked in the post-game discussion (first play test) whether they wanted to know who won, they showed no interest but confirmed that they played strategically to accumulate the most points. While trivial extrinsic awards such as points have been argued against in terms of gamification, it seems that in this case points gave a powerful drive to players. This finding may differ in the digital App game, since it hinges on asynchronous competition and single-player experiences.

The co-design of the game elements came to the fore during the third iteration of the gameplay. At this stage, issues with complex rules, difficult questions and senseless treasure cards had been alleviated. Players concentrated on game design feedback. One player suggested introducing game levels that could: (a) simplify the rules at the beginning of the game, (b) iteratively add complexity, (c) lower the gameplay learning curve and (d) motivate players to keep discovering and reflecting. Another player suggested “missions” where players find all objects associated to a topic (e.g. language and identity), or search and reflect on five objects within one kilometre of each other.
Next Steps: Towards the Technology Prototype

Board game prototyping facilitated the participation of expert and non-expert end users from day one [11]. Although this co-design process allowed us to iteratively refine core design elements, a number of final App features had to be simplified or simply could not be tested. Two important design concepts were not possible to test in the board game. First, we could not test the effort and fatigue of using the App in a real urban environment, since the board game play test took place indoors in an isolated, safe and sheltered environment. Game mechanics (e.g. dice roll randomness) were put in place to simulate city navigation, but these mechanics cannot capture difficulties such as inputting freeform text through a mobile phone, busy / noisy streets, bad weather or accessibility difficulties. Second, the board game was played in a group where interactions (talking, touching) and real-time competition were possible. Simulating player navigation in the city would require each user to play the board game alone and read previous players’ tags and post-its. Such a playtest would be more time consuming and is not as entertaining. It would also fail to capture that walking through a city is an interesting experience by itself, while spending an hour in a room with a game master and no players is arguably less so. The fact remains however that asynchronous communication was not tested and our findings regarding competition could be influenced by the real-time and physical properties of the play tests.

To test the concerns, results from the board game will feed the development of the App (Figure 11), which will be tested comprehensively once it is adequately mature. Early experiments of the digital prototype in the wild (Valletta, Malta) and on a basic scenario (use your phone’s map to navigate to a POI, then reflect on the associated content), identified a number of issues. GPS inaccuracy, due to the narrow medieval streets, made location tracking difficult. Players did not venture to remote locations and only discovered close-by objects (the same phenomenon was observed in the board game). In the future we will evaluate if extrinsic motivation can encourage players to go further afield or if placing objects in isolated locations is best avoided. A final observation was that players used all reflection modes (questions, tags and rating) but more testing iterations are needed to be confident of these results.

Conclusions

A board game was used as a co-design vessel to spark creativity among game designers, social scientists and historians. Players and researchers evaluated an early scenario of a serious game that aims to trigger public reflection on historical content and narratives in the city. The collaborative process, realized in three iterations, helped identify refinements and new ideas for the game, while stimulating imagination and movement in a playful manner. This feedback helped improve the location-based digital game by offering a multi-faceted viewpoint from outside-in (project team observing the players) and inside-out (players collaborating with the project team), and it will reduce development costs for the future technology prototyping.
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